By Car

Motorway exit Münster Süd (A43)

First, please follow the signs to the B219 towards Münster center. Then drive on the road B219 (Weseler Str.) to the intersection of Weseler Str. / Kolde Ring. There turn left into the street Kolde-Ring. Follow the Kolde-Ring over the Aa- bridge on the Kardinal-von-Galen-Ring. Follow the road to the Rishon Lezion-Ring to Coesfelder Kreuz. On Coesfelder Kreuz turn left into Von-Esmarch-Str. and after about 500 m turn left into Fliednerstr.

Motorway exit Münster Nord

Coming from the A1. Exit at Münster Nord on the B54 (Steinfurter Str.) Direction: Münster and follow the road. At the 3rd traffic light turn right to the direction Gievenbeck. The following 3 roundabouts go straight across. At the 4th roundabout take the 3rd exit into Von-Esmarch-Str.. Before the traffic lights turn right into Fliednerstr. The building Fliednerstr. 21 is located direct in front of you.

You can park your car next to the building (on the right side). Please do not use the University parking (marked by blue signs) because without parking permission your car will be towed.

By Taxi

If you want to reach us from the train station by taxi please take the exit towards the city center. There are a lot of taxis on the left side.

By bus

Outside the main entrance of the station (towards city center) there can be found different bus stops on both sides of the Bahnhofstraße. With the bus lines 5 (platform B2, direction Nienberge) or 11 (platform C1, direction Gievenbeck) one can reach the Institute building from the front (main entrance). Get off at the bus stop Schreiberstraße and turn left at the traffic light in the Fliednerstr. There go just directly toward the building.

Take bus line 1 (platform B1, direction Roxel) and 22 (platform C1, direction Rüschhausweg) to reach the institute from the back of the building (Roxeler Str.). Get off at the bus stop Uniklinikum, go back a short distance and turn left into the second walk (towards the building Fliednerstr. 21).

Numerous bus routes also stop at Coesfelder Kreuz (Mensa am Ring). From here it is about 10 minutes walk along the Von-Esmarch-Straße to our building.